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(Comm. by Kinjir5 KUNUGI, M.J.A., Dec. 12, 1963)

In this paper we shall discuss the most general type of the func-
tional-representations for normal operators in the abstract Hilbert
space (C) which is separable and infinite dimensional.

Lemma A. Let (9) denote any infinite complex matrix

where ] I1 +.< oo; and let B denote the operator associated with
,=1

(9) in Hilbert coordinate space l.. Then, in order that the bounded
operator B be normal in l, it is necessary and sufficient that

]9--.99 for every pair of i, 3"=1, 2, 3, ....
v=l

Proof. Since, by hypotheses, , I12< oo, it is easily verified
,=I

with the help of Cauchy’s inequality that IIBII Il .IIII for
,=1

every el. Hence B is a bounded operator in l. Now we consider

the transposed matrix (/u)r of (/gu), which is obtained from (/gu)by
interchanging rows and columns in (/u), and denote by B the operator

associated with (/u)r in l. Then, for every pair of elements
--(x,x,x,...) and -(y, y, y,...) belonging to l. we have

=I =i

(B, ),
because the absolute convergency of these iterated infinite sums can
be verified by virtue of the applications of Cauchy’s inequality and

the hypothesis ] Iu] . Hence B is the adjoint operator B* of

B in l.. By making use of this result we can readily verify that

BB* is the bounded operator assoeiated with the matrix
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where ,ij denotes the element appearing in row i column

and that B*B is the bounded operator associated with the matrix

(-,) where the index i denotes the number of the row and the

index 3" denotes the number of the column. In consequence, a neces-

sary and sufficient condition that BB*--B*B in 1,. is that

fifi for every pair of i, j--l, 2, 3,..., as we were to prove.

Remark C. It is at once obvious that if () is a unitary matrix
or an Hermite matrix stated in the earlier discussion, the relation-- holds for every pir of i,j=1,2,3,.... Besides
v=l =I

hese particular mariees, however, here are mny matrices
in he jus established relation. For example, he matrix (3s)

--.2).. (i--l,O<O<), is a desired matrix which is neither

unitary nor Hermitian.
Definition. Any infinite matrix () satisfying the conditions

--,i, -1, 2, 8,..., is called a normal matrix.
=1 =1

Theorem B. Let {9}=,,,... and {}=.=.,... both be incomplete
orthonormal sets which are mutually orthogonal and by which a
complete orthonormal system in the abstract Hilbert space is con-
structed; let {I}=..,... be an arbitrarily prescribed bounded sequence
of complex numbers (inclusive of the respective multiplicities); let
L be the continuous linear functional associated with any xe; let

(fl) be a bounded normal matrix with Il< and
,=1 =1

# [,, --1, 2, 3,...; let =; let c be an arbitrarily given
=1

complex constant; and let N be the operator defined by

( 1 N=
r=l =1

in the sense of Nx=,(x, 9)9,+c(x, ), (ze). Then this
r=l =1

functional-representation defining N converges uniformly and the N
is a bounded normal operator with point spectrum {I} in ; and
moreover [[Nil=max (supl1l, ]cl .]]BII) where B denotes the operator

associated with the matrix () in Hilbert coordinate space l.
Proof. From the hypothesis concerning () it is found that the

operator B associated with () is a bounded operator in l, as already
shown at the beginning of the proof of Lemma A. By the same methods
as those used to prove Theorem A in the preceding paper, we can
therefore show that

IIN II =E IcI EIE  ,L  ( )I
=1 =1 =1
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and that

I[B*fll2- ],,L,(x) (f --(Lc.,(X), L(x, L(x),. .)l.)
=i /=I

_<_ IlB*lIlIfi[- I[BIlllf[[< .
Accordingly

u=l =I

MI{ll <M=max (sup

Moreover. if x is an element belonging to the subspace deter-
mined by . llNxII-II llII; nd f. on the contrary, x is in the
subspace determined by the set {.}.

Consequently N is a bounded operator with norm M in

Since. as can be found from the above discussion, it is easily
verified that

{INL(x)+cNL,(x),llM(N {L.()I+ (L,()I ) ()
and hence that for an arbitrarily given positive number s there exists
a suitab]y large number G such that

Hence the functional series on the right of (1)is uniformly con-
vergent.

Next we consider the operator N defined by

N- i@L+ g@Lo
=1 =1

where --fl, =1, 2, 3,.... Since, as in the proof of Theorem

A, it is shown by direct computation that

(Nx, y)-- Z2L(x)L(y)+cZ [fl.Lo.(x)Jio(U)--(x, Ny)
=1 =1 =1

for every pair of x, ys0, is identical with the adjoint operator N*
of N. Hence

and

p=l #=I =I

foz eve $. On the othez haM, Binee it iB eziAed ith the aid

of the hDotheMB uE nd Cuchy’s nequMty that both
t,=l

[flL.(x)]J and flflL,(x)] J converge for j-l, 2, 3,
#=I =I =i =I.., we have

=I =I =I =I #=I
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and

/=1 =1 =1 =1/=1

where, by hypotheses, 2] ,,fl,- ]/9,fl, for every pair of , 3"= 1, 2, 3,
/=1 =1... These results lead us to the conclusion that NN*x--N*Nx for

every e(C). Thus N is a normal operator in @.
Furthermore the hypothesis 1 fl,] = ft,, for p-- 1, 2, 3,... en-

5=1
ables us to assert that N has no eigenvalue other than , -1, 2, 3,. .,
as can be seen by following the argument used in the proof of the
case where (fl) is an infinite unitary matrix with Ifl] #1, j--l, 2,
3,... [cf. Proc. Japan Acad., Vol. 37, p. 617 (1961).

With these results the proof of the theorem is complete.
Next we shall consider the question as to whether conversely

any bounded normal operator with point spectrum {} in (C) can be
expressed by such a functional-representation as was defined by the
right-hand member of (1).

Theorem C. Let N be a bounded normal operator in (C); let
{}=...... be its point spectrum (inclusive of the multiplicity of each
eigenvalue); let V, be a normalized eigenelement of N corresponding
to the eigenvalue 2 for any value of r--l, 2, 3,...; let {,},=......
be an incomplete orthonormal set orthogonal to {?}__,:..... such that
a complete orthonormal system in (C) can be constructed by these two
orthonormal sets {} and {,}; let c be a non-zero complex constant;

and let -]]fl where fl-=(N, )/c for every pair of t, J
=1

=1, 2, 3,.... Then N is expressed in the form

N=x,(R)L+c, gz, (R) L,,
u=l #=I

and both ] fl, [ and ,1 never exceed I[Nll/Ic[ for every value= =
of p-l, 2, 3,.... Furthermore, not only (fl) is a normal matrix with, fl,l 4: fl, ,/- 1, 2, 3,..., but also the operator B associated with

(fl) is a bounded (normal) operator in l.
Proof. Since, by hypotheses, a complete orthonormal system ia

(C) can be constructed by the mutually orthogonal sets {} and {,}
and since is a normalized eigenelement of N* corresponding to the
eigenvalue 2, we have

Nx (Nx + : Nx %)%
=1

2,(x, ),+ ] (x, N y)
=i =I

o every (C). Bioe, oeove, %, #) (k, N)=(VO,
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so that

(2) Nx- 2L(x)+c
On the other hand, by reference to the relations (N*k,, )=0,

(Z, j-l, 2, 3,...), we have

I.l- 1 I(N*%, %)1= IIN*%ll IINI["
= Icl= Icl

and similarly [fl[z][N]/]c] for every Z--1,2,3,.... Accord-
=1

ingly fl and
J=l

fl.Lo.(x)J{ .L.(x)
INIlllll,

whieh implies that [fl.L.(x)2 is in fact an element belonging
=1 =1

to . From (2) we thus obtain the relation

Nx- .. L.(x)+ c . L.(x)
=I =I

holdin for every wE, so that

=i.L,+o,L,u=l =I

as we wished to prove.
By makina se o the relations {N, 9.)=0, (C, u=l, 2, ,..., we

next have

,= [c (N’ .)(N,

(N% N%)
Ic

(N’N% %)
cl

and similarly ,3fl,s (NN*, "4")
=, [cl

Since, in addition, N is bounded and normal by hypotheses, N*N
--NN* in (C) and henee the just established relations permit us to

eonelude that ,3.,3s,,---],3,,3.s. This last result shows that the
=I =i

matrix (fls) is normal. We must here prove that l.[l.l for
=1

every value of p--l, 2, 3,.... However this is a direct consequence
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of the hypothesis that the eigenspace of N is determined by the set

{}" for, if 1[2_ fll for /=, we would have

contrary to that hypothesis.
Lastly it remains only to prove that the operator B associated

with the matrix (fl) is bounded in l. Let now =(x, x, x,.--)el,

and let f=5,. Then, since ]h < ,f is an element belonging
=I #=I

to the subspace determined by the set {,} and hence --(f, ).
In consequence, by applying again the relations (N, )--(N*f, ,)
=0, (j, ,--1, 2, 3,...), and the hypothesis that a complete orthonormal
system in 8 is constructed by the two sets {} and {}, we obtain

(N, +)(, )]’

I(x,f)]
=i

](N*/,
=i

]c

Icl
This final inequality shows that B is a bounded operator in l,

as we were to prove.
The theorem has thus been proved.


